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"The mass of
men lead lives
of quiet
desperation"
- - Thorough

Time does not
become sacred to
us until we
have lived it
- Chinese Proverb

NEWARK STATE COLLEGE , UNION, NEW JERSEY

Volume V No. 6

Pass Or Fail Grades
for Student Teaching
Recommendation has come
from the curriculum committee
that a "Pass or Fail" system be
used for marking senior student
teaching. If implemented, this
"Pass or Fail," together with
supportive data, will be used in
lieu of a letter grade.
This system was devised by
the chairmen of student teaching
centers and approved by the curriculum committee during the
last school year. President Wilkins will bring the proposal before the council of Presidents,
which will meet early in November for its approval.
According to Mr. Ramos, Director of Student Teaching and
Placement, it is probable that

this plan will not be approved in
time for this year's senior student teaching. The cooperating
school and teacher will submit
their remarks according to the
"Pass or Fail" system and the
final letter grade will be made by
the college supervisor.
During t~e first week in April,
the evaluations of student teaching will be forwarded to counselors and students who may make
an appointment to see their counselors to discuss these evaluations. The counselors will interpet the data to the student.
If there is any question, the
supervisor will be consulted by
either the counselor or student.

Bond Issue
Passage Urged by Stern
Mr. H. Willard Stern, of our
Philosophy Department, spoke at
an ACE-SEA meeting on why
he feels that passage of the college bond issue is a must for
New Jersey on Wednesday, October 21. The students ofNewark
State College should, Mr. Stern
feels, know more about this vital
issue which directly affects us.
By 1963, the 1959 bond issue
which was expected to last until
1965, was depleted. In 1963,
40,000 high school students were
graduated; by 1970 the expected
amount is 70,000. In 1954, 30%
of high school graduates went to
college. This figure, in the meantime, has jumped to 40%.
The total of the bond issue
will be $40 million. In terms
of Newark State College, we will
double our enrollment to 4,000,
provide 45 new classrooms, a
food service building, faculty
offices, and a new library.
If passed, the $40 million will
be worth $47 million. The state
universities will be able to borrow another $7 million from the
federal government, accordingto
Mr. Stern.
Both the League of Women
Voters and the PTA oppose the
issue. They feel that this puts off
a badly needed broad base tax.
Mr. Stern says that it seems as
if these organizations are willing

Sorority Begins
"H elp Week "

to sacrifice educational opportunities until a broad base tax is
established. They feel that the
bond issue will put the state into
debt.
The PTA and LeagueofWomen
Voters are certain that the bond
issue, if passed, will put off long
term needs and we will need one
again in another five years . These
organizations believe, stated the
speaker, that if the bond issue is
defeated the situation will get so
bad that citizens will become enraged and clamor for a broad base
tax.
According to Mr. Stern, the
taxpayer will not have to shoulder
the cost. State inheritance taxes
will be channeled to provide the
$40 million. Even if the taxpayers would have to shoulder the
cost, it would cost each approximately 30¢ per year or $9.00 for
thirty years.
According to the State Legislature a broad base tax, which
the PT A and League of Women
Voters want, seems unlikely for
at least the next two years.
Mr. Stern stated that he agrees
with those who say that the Bond
Issue is a minimum practical
measure for temporary immediate use. However, he said,
such ,a measure is desperately
needed.

Dr. Raichle Speaks
on United Nations

In lieu of traditional sorority
Dr. Donald Raichle, history
hazing, this year Sigma Kappa Phi professor, spoke on the United
sorority pledges will turn "Hell Nations - Yesterday, Today, and
Week" into "Help Week.'' Sigma Tomorrow, at a seminar sponKappa Phi sorority has announced sored by the Newark State Chapthat they will forego the usual ter of the Collegiate Council for
hazing for a new type of hazing the United Nations on Thursday,
which will serve the college, the October 22. The seminar was in
faculty, and college organiza- observance of the 19th annivertions.
sary of the United Nations.
The sisters of EK¢ are offerQuoting from the preface to the
ing their pledges to be a free ·!'.ast report of the General Ashelping hand to any member of sembly of the lateSecretaryGenthe faculty or to any · student eral Dag Hammerskold, Dr.
organization who wishes to par- Raichle stated that the United
ticipate as a recipient in "Help Nations "should be a force in
Week.''
the world to take action.''
Each Sigma Kappa Phi pledge
Some nations want the United
will serve a total of six hours Nations to be "a forum for defrom Wednesday, November 4, bate and merely allow it to be a
through Friday, November 6.
platform where the various naAny faculty member or any tions of the world can come and
president of a student organiza- can state their views about world
tion or club who wishes to avail situations." "Essentially," statthemselves of free help in alpha- ed the speaker, "this would make
betizing, filing, typing, clerical the United Nations a debating
chores, stuffing mailboxes, etc., platform." Dr. Raichle added
should contact Jackie Kirk, mail- that this is very clearly the view
box #356, by Oct. 30, 1964, sup- of the USSR and France.
plying the following information:
The professor stressed the imFaculty or Organization; job portance of majority rule for
you'd like done; approximate time effectiveness of the organizaneeded to complete job; date or tion. He stated that the majority
time job must be completed by; of the 114 nations in the United
Nations is still with the United
requester; box or office.
Those requesting help will be States in policy, making an excontacted by Tuesday, Nov. 3. ample of the rejection of Red
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Freshman Final Elections

To Be Reheld Thursday
First Final Ballot Declared Invalid
At 5:00 on Friday, October 23, 1964, Joe Grillo, Chairman of the Electton Gommittee,Aeclared the
first ballot of the Class ofl 968 elections invalid and void. In a statement released to the INDEPENDENT,
Grillo stated "a percentage of the ballots used in the Freshman final election were declared counterfeit
by the Election Committee. Due to this action, the entire final election has'been invalidated."
The results of the Primary
Election, however, were not con- tively. Larry was also a mem- Young Dems at Newark State. At
tested and will be considered ber of Student Council for three South Side Carl served as vice
valid. No evidence of any such years, was officer on Fire Com- president of his senior class,
crime was detected on this balmittee, Yearbook Committee, and was student organization representative, and was on yearbook
lot.
played varsity soccer and basketstaff. Carl was also a member of
Grillo stated that "no signi- ball.
ficant voting trend was found on
At NewarkState Larry is mem- the Science Club and worked in
the counterfeit ballot.'' However, 0ber of the Young Democrats. thE! business office.
"I thank all voters who voted
the exact number of counterfeit Larry's primary goal, if electballots could not be determined. ed, is "to unify the class into for: me and I hope they will join
with me to move the class toward
A committee spokesman said that one, solid organization.''
approximately twelve such ballots had been detected. The exact
number of votes cast in the election was not determined due to
the fact that as soon as the counterfeit ballots were detected the
vote counting procedure stopped.
Neither the total number of ballots collected nor the number of
names of voters was checked.
Based on the evidence available, the Election Committee
concluded that this act of injustice "was a crude prank." No
accusations were made against
any of the candidates on the final
ballot.
The Election Committee has
rescheduled the final electionfor MIKE ELK AS (left) and LARRY FEINSOD, Freshman Presidential
Thursday, October 29 . Grillo Candidates.
stated that" strong precautionary
Frank Nero and Carl Stafford greater heights of organization,"
measures will be taken in the
said Carl, if elected.
future to prevent any recurrences are the vice presidential nomiNancy Kerr graduated from
nees. Frank, majoring in science,
of this nature.''
Presidential nominees for the is in the Theater Guild at Newark Union High School where she was
treasurer of Spanish Club, Stuclass of 1968 are Michael Elkas State and will attend the N.J.
and Larry Feinsod. Michael P.T.A. Conference in Atlantic dent Co u n c i 1 representative,
member of the F.T.A. Nancy
Elkas is an industrial arts ma- City with that group. At North
jor. At East Orange High School Plainfield High School Frank also participated in intramural
Michael served as president of served on the Student Council sports. At Newark State Nancy
is a member ofW.R.A. If elected,
his senior class, prom chair- and Class Cabinet for four years.
man, and was on Student Council He was chairman of the senior Nancy says she will try "to
make this a successful class and
Executive Board. Michael was play, president of the Junior
also officer of Italian Club, ush- Fashion Show, and participated one that will be remembered.''
Sandy Long, general elemener, and member of yearbook in wrestling and baseball. He was
tary major, graduated from
staff. He was an active officer also vice president of C. Y.O. for
Trenton High School where she
of C. Y.O. and received a C. Y.O. two years.
Frank thanks all who supported
was a cheerleader and layout
Achievement Award.
editor of the newspaper. Sandy
At Newark State Michael is a him and said that if elected, "the
is a dorm student and says "evmember of the Newman Club. main aim of the executive board
eryone is friendly and easy to
He said that if elected he hopes is to organize the class and try
get along with.''
"that the confidence placed in me to have a successful year in all
For the office of Recording
will be used for the benefit of we do.''
Carl Stafford, a general elem- Secretary the nominees are Denthe class, now and through our
entary major, who graduated
ise Clark and Linda Levy. Denise
next four years."
Larry Feinsod graduated from from South Side High School in
(Continued on Page 2, Col. 5)
Columbia High School where he Newark, is a member of the
served as president of his homeroom for three years consecu-

j

China in 1963.
To be effective, according to
the speaker, the United Nations
must continue to develop with
the world. If the United Nations
is neglected now, it will beco me weak and useless within
ten years. The speaker stated
that the strong powers, mainly
USSR and the United States, must
give up some of their individual
power to strengthen the United
Nations. The United Nations "has
to evolve and it has to change,"
stated Dr. Raichle.
Discussion followed Dr. Raichle' s talk.

OLAFF
says

to Everyone"

SENIORS:
IF YOU HAVE RECEIVED
YOUR
PROOFS, PLEASE
RETURN THEM TO RICH·
ARD'S STUDIO IMMEDIAT·
ELY NOVEMBER 2 IS
THE DEADLINE .
ANY SENIOR THAT DOES
NOT TURN IN AN ACTIVITY
SHEET BY NOVEMBER 4
WILL BE OM-ITTED FROM

THE

MEMORABILIA.

for Making

Fall Weekend
A Great Success
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One of humanity - cries
Narrowing from lack of food.

_Ju_Tir_t_tr_rs_ _.l

dissertation on the smelling o f rats, or the
marine life in Denmark, should be in ord e r.
The ''facts'' are known; the election committee has made its statement and proposed
a motive for the indiscretion. However, there
are some quite obvious questions that have
gone unanswered or have been, at best, circumnavigated.
Firstly, as to the motive: isn't it a little
far-fetched that a party or parties would go
to all the trouble to (1) duplicate the paper
used
in the ballots; (2) duplicate the style of
I
print used, and (3) duplicate the exact layout used in such a manner that when two ballots, a bogey and an original, are held together
under a strong light the majority correspond
exactly, solely for a prank? According to the
election chairman after the counterfeits were
discovered, the tallying was stopped, and the
election postponed. There was a relatively
small percentage of bogey ballots discovered.
At the time they were recognized, however,
NO FURTHER COUNTING TOOK PLACE;
which means the exact number of counterfeits is not known.
Also, there is no tentative tally of votes
which should show something. (Joe Grillo,
election chairman, of the fake ballots counted,
no preference to any candidate was shown.)
Without the number of ballots collected, there
can be no comparison with the number of
names registered as voting/'too, an indication
lodging no blame and making no accusations
this editorial shall end with an appropriate
?

POETRY WANTED for the new 1964-65 Inter-Collegiate
Poetry Congress Anthology. Selections will be based upon
poetic merit and chosen from colleges and universities
throughout the country. A first prize of $25,00 will be
awarded, with a second and third prize of $15.00 and $10,00
respectively. All poetry must be submitted no later than
November 23. If accepted, all future publishing rights
are to be retained by the author. All contributors shall
be notified of the editor's decision within two weeks of
receipt of poetry and shall have the opportunity of obtaining the completed anthology, to be in print by midDecember.
Inter-Collegiate Poetry Congress
528 Market Street
Lewisburg, Pennsylvania

Submit to:

"DANA"
Dear Editor:
Dana Review is a publication
of the Dana staff, an organization
that is interested in fostering
the creative talents of students.
The magazine is a compedium of
ideas and imagery that have been
presented to the staff for publication. Our primary aim is to
foster an attitude of critical
analysis of literature andpoetry.
We hope that through this dynamic process an evolution of ideas
will result that will enable students to achieve a deeper understanding of literary values . We
welcome the interest or aid of
anyone wishing to assist in the
development of this creative
process. Persons Who are interested should contact mail box
#673.
Nancy-Jo Rudoski
Editor-in-Chief
"UGH"
It is generally known that a bar-

barian element exists in this college, but it came as a surprise
to me to find that there is at
least one instructor included in
that group, There are times, being late to a class or meeting,
when it is necessary to move
through the halls at a faster
pace than usual. In doing so, it
is unavoidable that you jostle
someone's arm, which results in
a quick apologybythe jostler and,
usually, an indignant stare from
the jostlee. However, this is not
always the case; this is my experience.
While doing my best to keep
an appointment, I moved through
the hall in the art wing at a reasonably quick pace. It was at
the middle of the "hall" that I
committeed the gross iniquity
of brushing against the arm of
some "instructor." I kept walking, apologies trailing behind me.
"Oh, the wrath of Achilles," this
so-called adult stood in the middle of the hall, hands upon hips,
and shouted a threat, repeat a
threat; if I dared to transgress
a second time he would "use the
elbow" (I brushed his elbow).
This can only be interpreted as
a threat for literal physical assault; this from an "instructor"
-- a COLLEGE instructor! For
this neanderthal I have only pity.
A. Reider
"WISE DUTCHMAN"

Before the whole campus gets
the impression that thefreshmen
disgraced us at Princeton, I feel
obliged to say a few words in
their defense.
On the bus in which I rode the
freshmen were not only inoffensive but courteous, considerate
fellow passengers, In the theatre, where my seat at the back
permitted me a good view of the
The opinions expressed 1n signed columns of this
audience, I saw little to deplore
newspaper do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the ,:
and much to commend, (Some
editors Nor is anything printed in this newspaper, unless
of the behavior might be dedirectly noted as such , to be taken as official policy or
scribed as 'young.')
For the peace of mind of our
opinion .
disgruntled seniors and for their
future serenity as teachers, let
Peter Froehli ch
EDITOR -IN-CHIEF
me say three things , First, in
.1,
Paul
Minarchenko
MANAGING EDITOR
a body of 800 people (of any
NEWS EDITORS
Th omas Coyle - Mar y Roche
age) there are always a few who
Alb ert Re cord - Judith Mathews
FEATURE EDITORS
are not models of discretion and
SPORTS EDITORS
William Gargiles - Stephen Wilcza k
decorum. Second, the young come
David O'Reilly
ART f:DITOR
to us to be taught. If they were
perfect, we would go to them
COPY EDITORS
Barb ara Babco ck - Sharon Roberts
for instruction, Third, as the
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Grac e Rapp
wise Dutchman said, "Ve ist too
BUSINESS MANAGER
Joel Spect or
soon old and too late smart,"
L ui sa Guerrero
CIRCULATION MANAGER
How wonderfully different you
Mr. Jame s B. Day
ADVISOR
seniors would be if you could go
back and be freshmen again.
STA F F
With cordial recolletion
Janice Thomas
Bobbi Kawa Iski
of the freshmen you used
Carol Jaczina
to be,
Vito Tamburello
Don Kulic k
Bill Grier
Muriel Morgan
Jody Farrell
Roseann Qu inn
Dorina Kelleher

Inde pendent

CONTRI BUT ORS

Marybeth Flannery
Mike Lussen
Susan De Francisco
Jim Fulcomer

Arthur Stadl in
Janice Adi er
Linda Feldm an
Jackie Kirk
Phy II is Kat z

Beatrice Ornstein
Gail Miles
Barbara Green
Theresa Gionfredo

'

Apologies to Jim Fulcumer,
president of the Young Republicans. Because of much copy and
little space, the "GOP VIEW"
does not appear in this edition
of the INDEPENDENT,

on brown rock

One of humanity - kills
Caught by the rush of life,

lost in darkness

One of humanity - dies
Losing his precious gift.

deep in darkness

One of humanity - loves
Proving the value of life.

another of humanity

One of humanity - gurgles
Not aware of the thorns he'll feel

held by loving flesh

One of humanity - laughs
Experiencing some happiness of man

with the gusto of life

One of humanity - studies
Acknowledging the imperfections of man

under artificial light

One of humanity -writes
Realizing the potentials and significance

at the watch of night
of ALL HUMANITY,

.

SEX I
Dear Editor:
In regard to the article" Chaplain Condones Pre-marital Sex"
-- A-Okay! It is about time that
someone expressed his views
without being afraid of society's
condemnation! It is about time
this opinion was able to be expressed in college newspapers,
Good work, Reverend Gerald w.
Paul.
Keep Your View Coming
Through - The Best One,
P.K,
SEX II
Open Letter to the
Student Body of
Newark State College:
This is not a commentary on
the "Pre-marital Sex Relations"
article. The comments have been
made and the information interpreted - and misinterpreted.
Neither is this letter designed
to discuss the desirability of publishing an article of this type in
this newspaper. However, as an
older adult member of the student body, I do not feel I can
stand by and watch you young
people being sold down the river
by those people who consider
chastity before marriage and the
disciplining of sexual drives archaic mistakes.
This is no crusade. I have no
"cause.'' I only realize that happily married men and women
have been remiss. Youhavenever
seen the other side of the coin,
and the results of your indiscriminate sex behavior may lay at our
feet.
The marriage ceremony
speaks for itself. When two persons become one, and achieve
mutual happiness through the
complete giving of ones self yes, even to the degree of losing
ones self, then and only then, does
the sex act reach its real climax. For theirs' is a total union
that goes on in all phases of
living together, a continuous giving and receiving - not taking.
With this · total love, ready to
control itself to meet the other's
needs, comes the realization that
there never could be more than
this.
But, I forgot, the sex relationships of happily married people
are never discussed in public.
Society frowns upon it, It just
isn't being done. And so, you
have never experienced it, you
never know about this ultimate
in relationships,
Don't let sex freedom advocates sell you the idea of the
therapeutic values of sexual release; as such, it is neither
tranquilizer nor panacea. Even
if we could provide you with
completely protective contraceptive methods, and guarantee no
pregnancies; even if we could
erase venereal diseases, premarital sex relations in the long
run would prove disastrous, Its
practice would destroy the stability of the structure of a secure
family life and the sanctity of
marriage. We arenotprimitives,
nor barbarians; our individual
well being .depends on these aspects of our living.
There is a case for chastity
before marriage. These are the
facts.
Mrs. Betty Ward '68

FRESHMEN ELECT.IONS
(Continued from Page 1)
Clark is a general elementary
major and member of the Young
Dems at Newark State. She graduated from North Plainfield High
School where she was on Student
Council (four years), a member
of Class Cabinet, and Dramatics
Club, Denise was also recorder
of majorettes,· and student secretary of Y, W.C.A.
Denise commented, "I met a
lot of people campaigning and I
enjoyed meeting all of them. I
hope that all who either win or
lose will continue to supoort the
school and class."
Linda Levy is a graduate of
Edison High School, Edison. At
Edison Linda was in Academy of
Science and Future Homemakers
of America. Linda, a general
elementary major, is a member
of the Guides Club and a dorm
student. She says she will "do
the best I can if elected.''
Francine Lewis and Ellen Rozyla are running for the office of
Corresponding Secretary. Francine graduated from Union High
School where she was a member
of F, T,A., Class Congress, Leaders Club, Social Family Relations Club, and Student Council
Finance Committee. Francine
also participated in girls athletics. If elected, Francine said,
she would "serve my class to the
best of my ability."
Ellen Rozyla, an early childhood major, graduated from Irvington High School. In high school
Ellen was a member of F. T ,A.,
Press Bureau, Psychology Club,
and served on newspaper. She
was also an active member of
S,G,A, and participated in W,R,A.
She is a member oftheACE-SEA
at Newark State, Commenting on
the election, Ellen stated, "I
have made many friends in campaigning and am grateful to all
who have helped me and support•
ed me.''
Tubular metal garden furni/ture won't be strewn all ove r
the yard by a gust of wind if
a thin mixture of cement is
poured into the hollow open
legs.
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JOHNSON OR GOLDWATER
P art y Platform s In Review

Rev iew:
M FQ Beats Bea t les
B y Mike L ussen

By Rich ard L. Madden of Th e He ral d Tri bune St a/ f

The job of a political party platform is to point with pride (if that
party happens to be running the existing administration) or to view
with alarm (if the party is out of office and wants back in).
Here is a comparison of the prideful pointing and the viewing with
alarm and some of the pledges for the future - and the differences
in the two platforms:

FOREIGN POLICY
DEMOCRATS: "The world is closer to peace
today than it was in 1960. • .Responsible leadership, unafraid but refusing to take needless ri~ks,
has turned the tide in freedom's favor. No nation,
old or new has joined the Communist bloc since
Cuba during the preceding Republican administration •• .International communism has lost its unity
and momentum."

REPUBLICANS: ''The Democratic administration
has been, from its beginning, not the master,
but the prisoner of major events. The will and
dependability of its leadership, even for the defense of the free world, have come to be questioned in every area of the globe."

AGRICULTURE
DEMOCRATS: The platform pledged a continuance of commodity, consumer and community
programs "to achieve the goals of higher incomes
to the farm and ranch, particularly the familysized farm, lower prtces for the consumer, and
lower costs to the government."

REPUBLICANS: The Administration "has strangled
the Republican rural development program with red
tape and neglected its most essential ingredient,
local initiative." It pledged to" provide our farmers
who have contributed so much tothestrengthof our
nation, with the maximum opportunity to exercise
their own management decisions on their own farms,
while resisting all efforts to impose upon them further Federal controls."

Cl'll L RIGHTS
DEMOCRATS: ''The Civil Rights Act of 1964 deserves and requires a full observance by every
American and fair, effective enforcement if there
is any default •••We reaffirm our belief that lawless disregard for the rights of others is wrong
-- whether used to deny equal rights or to obtain
equal rights."

REPUBLICANS: We pledge "full implementation
and faithful execution of the Civil Rights Act of
1964, and all other civil rights statutes, to assure
equal rights and opportunities guaranteed by the
Constitution to every citizen. , .improvements of
civil rights statutes adequate to changing needs
of our times."

RISK OF WAR
DEMOCRATS: "The complication and dangers
in our restless, constantly changing world require of us consumate understanding and experience. One rash act, one thoughtless decision,
one unchecked reaction - - and cities could become smouldering ruins and farms parched wasteland.''

REPUBLICANS:" A dynamic strategy aimed at victory - - pressing always for initiatives for freedom,
rejecting always appeasement and withdrawal-- reduces the risk of nuclear war. It is a nation's vacillation, not firmness, that temps an aggressor into
war. It is accommodation, not opposition, that
encourages a hostile nation to remain hostile and
to remain aggressive."

DEFENSE
DEMOCRATS: "By the end of 1960, military strategy was being shaped by the dictates of arbitrary
budget ceilings instead of the real needs of national
security .• .Since then, and at the lowest possible
cost, we have created a balanced, versatile,powerful defense establishment, capable of countering
aggression across the entire spectrum of conflicts,
from nuclear confrontation to guerrilla subversion."

REPUBLICANS: ''This administration has delayed
research and development in advanced systems and
thus confronted the American people with a fearsome possibility that Soviet advances, in the decade
of the l 970's, may surpass America's present lead.
Its misuse of' cost effectiveness' has stifled the creativity of the nation's military, scientific, and industrial communities •••It has failed to originate a
single new major strategic weapons system •••It has
not demonstrated the foresight necessary to prepare
a strategic strength which in future years will deter
war."

EXTREMISM
DEMOCRATS: "We condemn extremism, whether
from the Right or Left, including the extreme tactics of such organizations as the Communistparty,
the Ku Klux Klan and the John Birch Society. We
know what violence can do. We have s,e en the tragic
consequences of misguided zeal and twisted logic."

REPUBLICANS: Platform made no mention of extremism and the convention rebuffed minority
efforts to write in a plank condemning extremist
organizations.

NUCLEAR
DEMOCRATS: "Control of the use of nuclear
weapons must remain solely with the highest
elected official in the country -- the President
of the United States.

ARMS

REPUBLICANS: The platform did not get into the
issue directly. Sen. Goldwater has suggested that
NA TO commanders be given more leeway in the use
of tactical nuclear weapons. The platform did
pledge as "a keystone of Republican foreignpolicy,
to revitalize the Alliance."

F EDE RAL AID
DEMOCRATS: "The Federal government exists
not to grow larger, but to enlarge the individual
potential and achievement of the people. The
Federal government exists not to subordinate the
states, but to support"them."

©

REPUBLICANS: Pledged a "critical re- examination and major overhaul of all Federal grant-inaid programs with a view to channeling such programs through the states, discontinuing those no
longer required and- adjusting others in a determined effort to restore the unique balance and
creative energy of the traditional American system
of government.''

1964, New Yo rk He rald Trib une Inc. - R e prin t e d w ith P ermi ss ion.

Newark State was treated last Sunday night to one of the hottest
new groups on the folk scene: The Modern Folk Quartet. Cyrus
Faryar, Tad Diltz, Chip Douglas, and Jerry Yester gave us a sound
which was vibrant with the basic folk beat, finely toned professional
polish, and a sense of pervading sincerity, which is essential in
communicating with an audience on a musical level.
The Modern Folk Quartet creates a unique sound, not only by beauty of the arrangement. The
virtue of its fine range, vocally, "modern" touch, for example,
but also because of the jazz har- didn't appear to fit in especially
monies which it blends so ef- well with "Amanda Blaine," a
fectively into the material; hence haunting Civil War ballad which
the term 'Modern.' For the most was written recently; on the other
part, this "jazz effect" worked hand, it worked very well en "It
quite well, and was a refresh- was a very good year.'' Finally,
ing change. Other times, how- the "Modern folk" music never
ever, it seemed superfluous, per- lost its "gutsy," hard-driving
haps even detracted from the appeal on the up tempo num-bers.
Since at least two of the members of the quartet closely resemble the Beatles (they wore
their hair that way before t17-e
Beatles became known), this reCHAMPAIGN, ILL. (CPS) porter felt impelled to get the
Lyndon Johnson beat Barry Gold- group's reaction on the boys
water by a margin of nearly 2 from Liverpool. Question: does
to 1 in mock elections held on the the success of the Beatles threacampuses of five Big Ten uni- ten popularity of folk music,
versities.
particularly with regard to the
Johnson was preferred by collegiate set? Cyrus Faryar
14,111 students atthefive schools answered with a resounding "no"
while Goldwater was the choice followed by agreement from his
of 7,553. The straw vote was a three cohorts.
striking reversal of the 1960 Big
They feel that the popularity
Ten mock election, which saw of the Beatles grew largely out
Richard Nixon trounce John Ken- of the impetus set forth by the
nedy 21,034 to 15,058.
Folk-idiom; further thatthe BeaFive schools -- Michigan State, tles project the same type of
Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, and "honesty," a similar creative
Northwestern -- participated in "message," and a technical qualthe balloting.
ity which seems to have as much
Johnson piled up his biggest in common with folk music as it
lead at Michigan State, where does with Rock and Roll. (You
9,432 students took part in the will also notice that one can even
voting. The President got 6,610 understand most of the words.)
votes to Goldwater's 2,822.
In short, Mr. Faryar believes
Goldwater came closest to vic- that the Beatles and their sometory at Northwestern where John- what questionable imitators can
son edged him out by a scant 98 co-exist with the folk world, with
votes, 1,270 to 1,172. The only no damage to either faction. Be
other place where the margin that as it may, the sensitive obbetween the two candidates was server might suspect that the
under 100 votes was at Minne- promotion sign outside the cafesota, where less than 1,000 stu- teria which read: "Modern Folk
dents participated, and the Pres- quartet -- (better than) The Beaident
beat
his Republican tles," was indeed an accurate
opponent 435 to 353.
description. - - -- Bravo!
At the University of Illinois,
Johnson won 3,570 to 2,084, while
GOP gubernatorial candidate
Charles Percy beat out Democratic Governor Otto Kerner,
EWARK STATE
3,510 to 2,125.
COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
At the University of Iowa, it
was Johnson 2,226 - Goldwater,
1,161.
SALE
Whether mock elections on
campus indicate electoral trends
BOOK BAGS
$2.95
in their states is questionable,
since many of the students participating in them are not old
Wednesday to Friday
enough to vote and there is no
way of telling if they accurately
reflect their parents' opinions.

LBJ Wins
St ra w Po 11
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Sport's Desk
B y Bill Gargiles

Football

SEN \OR s
SUPPORT
THE
SQUIRES
Schedule of Events
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28:
2:00 Townsend Lecture Series Debate "Pemberton-Lukas"
4:00 Synchron. Swimming
7:00 Alpha Theta Pi Social
7:30 Sigma Theta Chi Mtg.
7:30 CCB Seminar, "Issues
of the Day"
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 29:
5:00 Young Dems Rally
5:00 Republican Club Mtg.
5:30 Carnival Comm. Mtg.
7:00 Chi Delta Social
7:00 Kappa Epsilon Mtg.
7:00 Omega Phi Mtg.
7:30 Delta Sigma Pi Mtg.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 30:
5:00 Stu. Organization Mtg.
7:30 WRA Coed Square
Dance
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 31:
8:00 ACE-SEA Halloween
Dance
MONDAY, NOVE MBER 2:
Juniors and Seniors
Visit Assigned Schools
2:00 Soph. Orientation on
Stokes
3:00 WRA Volleyball
4:00 Swimming
7:00 Modern Dance Club
Mtg.
.
7:00 Wapalanne Mtg.
7:15 Student Faculty Co-op
Mtg.
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3:
10:00 LA. Majors Mtg.
4:00 Coed Swimming
5:00 Chi Delta Mtg.
6:30 Messiah Rehearsal
7:00 Alpha Theta Pi Mtg.
7:00 Lambda Chi Rho Mtg.
7:00 Nu Theta Chi Mtg.
7:00 Beta Delta Chi Mtg.
7:00 Rho Theta Tau Mtg.
7:00 Nu Sigma Tau Mtg.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4:
ALL DAY:
Memorabilia
Pictures
3:00 Hi-Lo's Rehearsal
4:00 Synchr on. Swimming
7:00 Newman Club Business Mtg. & Lecture

WRA News
Recently there has been a
changed attitude toward sports
which is recreational. There has
been an increasing tendency to
include such sports in the activity program of many schools
and colleges.
Recreational sports include a
variety of activities for many
girls of varying abilities. There
is also a high degree of adaptability of these sports to a variety
of situations which gives them
a wide appeal to the students.
The fact that these recreational
sports are so adaptable to various
informal situations makes it possible to take part in time with
little preliminary arrangement.
Skills are an outgrowth of this ,
sport, not a prerequisite.
What are some of the values
to girls of such a program of
recreational sports? In general,
they will learn manyfundamental
skills which may later develop
into hobbies or vocations. These
activities provide for progressive development and will ·
result in satisfaction of achievement.
Some of the millions of our
"space age" population do not
know what to do with their leisure
time. Recreational sports not
only serve as an important part
of our leisure life, but provide
us with a form of relaxation.
Man has an inborn capacity for
recreation, and through these
sports and games we can learn
to control, influence, and improve upon the physical, social,
and psychological development
of man.

Last Wednesday the seniors
and freshmen played fo a tie in an
old-fashioned knock-down, dragout game. In the process the
seniors clinched the championship that they have been seeking
for four years. Although the
freshmen managed to stifle the
outstanding but overworked passing combination of Joe Tomaselli
to either Al Leiter, Dave Chinchar or John Vitiello, they (the
freshmen) could not pick up an
offensive first down. The huge
senior defensive line, consisting of Richie Tedesco, Chuck
Carter, Dave O'Rielly, and Dave
Rowlands spent the afternoon in
the freshman backfield. This
massive line so dominated the
action that early in the game the
seniors decided to play a conservative game. Thus, the seniors
were actually playing for the
tie.
This strategy almost backfired when late in the fourth
quarter, Tom Ziolowski intercepted a windblown pass and
returned it to the senior tenyard line. However, the senior
defensive unit quickly rose to
the occasion and threwthefreshmen back. The game was marked
by outstanding kicking on both
sides. Dave O'Reilly averaged
forty-five yards per kick while
freshman Jake Davis averaged
thirty-seven yards.
The freshmen, sophomores and
juniors all gained one satisfaction
out of playing football this year -that being they . will not have to
play the seniors anymore.

NOT.ICE
POOL WILL BE OPEN TO
STUDENTS DURING THE
DAY STARTING THURSDAY
OCTOBER 29 FOR ONEHOUR PERIODS AS INDICATED BELOW:
MON.
TUES.
WEDNES.
THURS,
FRI.

10 a.m.-11 a.m.
12 noon- 1 p.m.
4 p.m.- 5p.m.
1 p.m.- 2p.m.
4 p.m.- 5p.m.
11 a.m.-12noon
1 p.m.- 2p.m.
2 p.m.- 3 p.m.
4 p.m.- 5 p.m.
10 a.m.-11 a.m.
1 p.m.- 2p.m.
2 p.m.- 3.p.m.
3 p.m.- 4p.m.

THIS IS A TRIAL RUN. IF IT
IS SUCCESSFUL WE WILL
CONTINUE THIS POLICY.
IT IS UP TO THE STUDENTS
TO SUPPORT THE PROGRAM BY TAKING PARTIN
IT.

Squire Snapshots .o

.

There have been quite a few
things bothering students and myself concerning athletics. It is
about time that these problems
are brought out in the open and
some kind of action taken against them.
First off, the problem of school
spirit is again at the top of the
list. The same faces are seen at
every soccer game. The loyal
supporters are few. The statements made after the game concern the score. If people would
concern themselves with the type
of team hustle and aggressive
ability rather than the score,
maybe the soccer team will be
better supported. Freshmen ask,
"what is there to do on campus?",
the people who attend the games
seem to find something to do and
they are attaining popularity for
themselves and have no trouble
being with the "in" crowd.
The second problem concerns
food. It has been brought to my attention that a number of athletes
have been refused second por-

tions for the evening meal in the
cafeteria. As long as these people
pay their $1.25 for a lilliportion
meal, I don't see any reason for
the refusal of seconds. The food
that is left over (and there is a
lot of it) is used for salads, meatloaf, etc. I realize that the staff
of Slater Food is working on a
tight budget but why should Slater
slaughter your guts. Mr. Morrison, the head of the Slater staff
at Newark State, is willing to help
and has offered help, but when he
is not around, the complexion of
matters changes for the worse.
The third problem concerns the
people who sign up for athletic
committees and events andnever
show up. There are a certain
group of people doing all the work
and publishing games, getting
sports information, etc. The
Booster Club is facing this problem now. A number of people who
have signed up did not show up for
the first meeting and in fact did
not even notify the chairman that
they would not be there.

Squire Soccer
By Bill Gargil es
Newark State's injury-ridden
soccer team took the field unsuccessfully three times last week.
The games were bitterly played
but it has become obvious to all
that the Squires lack aconsistent
punch. The Squires have been shut
out in all but one of their games
and even lacked scoring opportunities. We can attribute part of
this failure to the loss of certain
key men due to injury, and the ineffectiveness of others due to
small and aggr avating injuries.
Monmouth College 'visited' the
Union campus for a game last
Tuesday, where the Squire supporters witnessed a very poorly
officiated game. The 'fellows'
from Monmouth seemed content
to lie on the ground and complain to the officials every time
a Newark Stater brushed him.
This led to some very amusing
sights. Also adding to the amusement was the comedy put on by
the 'foreign speaking' Monmouth
fullback and Monmouth coach.
Two of the Squire starters were
warned in the first few minutes
of the game that the next time
they bumped into a Monmouth
player they would be watching
the game from the bench. The
official took the attitude that
these two players should act like
mummies for the rest of the
game.
All in all, though, it was agood
game for the spectators, and
another outstanding crowd is
expected for the final two home
games against Montclair Sta,te
and Bloomfield.
The prediction for the Paterson State game was a recommendation to bring baseball bats,
clubs, and any other weapon one
might own. In previous years the

game had turned into a slugfest,
the home field being the chief
advantage involved, so that the
home team would win. This year
was entirely different; the game
was cleanly played and hard
fought down to the waning
seconds. The final score was 1-0,
but both teams had chances at
raising the score.
Newark State has the spirit,
drive, determination and hustle,
but lacks the skills.
The Squires, with a playing
squad of thirteen, set out for
Glassboro State College on Saturday, October 17, when everything went wrong for them: the
weather was inclement, some of
the players arrived late at the
gym, the bus taking them to the
game was a remodeled Sherman
tank with a maximum speed of
50 mph • . With all these factors
against NSC, the team played a
fine, hustling game, which even
if lost, gained a lot of admiration and respect from opposing
coaches and players. The final
score was 6-1, but, as stated, the
score was no indication of the
caliber of the game. The lone
goal for the Squires was scored
by Bill Grier on a penalty kick
resulting from Steve Friedman
being pushed while beginning to
shoot at the goal. Here is Newark
State's starting unit:
Left Outside
John Berardo
Left Inside
Manny Barbas
Center Foward
Bill Grier
Right Inside
John Gluck
Right Outside
John Erb
Left Halfback
George Lyons
Ctr. Halfback Paul Minarchenko
Right Halfback
Mike Smith
Left Fullback
George Persons
Right Fullback
Bill Gargiles
Goalie
Doug Williams

W.R.A.
CO-ED SQUARE DANCE
with

"Uncle" Dick from Stokes
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GALS! BRING YOUR OWN
MAN .. OR MEET ONE HERE

JOHN GLUCK, the center forward on this year's soccer squad, is
a junior G.E. major. John hails from Irvington High School where
he made the all-county squad in baseball and participated in football and swimming.
At Newark State, John has been active in intramurals and was
all-conference in both baseball and soccer. John is a member
of Sigma Beta Tau fraternity, was chairman or' the '64 carnival,
and was a member of Student Council for two years.

FELLOW'S! BRING A
FRIEND OR FOUR .. THE
MORE THE MERRIER

That's OCTOBER 30
7:30 - 11:00
MAIN DINING HALL

(;YM

